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CONVERGENCE TO ENDS FOR RANDOM WALKS

ON THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP OF A TREE

DONALD I. CARTWRIGHT AND P. M. SOARDI

(Communicated by William D. Sudderth)

Abstract. Let p. be a probability on a free group T of rank r > 2 . Assume

that Supp(,u) is not contained in a cyclic subgroup of T. We show that if

(X„)„>o is the right random walk on T determined by p., then with probability

1, X„ converges (in the natural sense) to an infinite reduced word. The space

Í2 of infinite reduced words carries a unique probability v such that (fi, v)

is a frontier of (T,p) in the sense of Furstenberg [10]. This result extends to

the right random walk (X„) determined by a probability p. on the group G

of automorphisms of an arbitrary infinite locally finite tree T . Assuming that

Supp(//) is not contained in any amenable closed subgroup of G , then with

probability 1 there is an end u> of T suchthat X„v converges to u> for each

v e T . Our methods are principally drawn from [9] and [10].

1. Introduction and preliminaries

Let ß be a probability on the free group T generated by {ax, ... ,ar},

where r > 2. Consider the right random walk (Xn)n>Q on Y determined

by ¡x ; i .e., XQ = e, and Xn — YXY2- ■ -Yn for n > 1 , where the 7 's are

independent T-valued random variables on some probability space (S,¿F, P),

with P(Yj = x) = p{x) for each x eT and j > 1. Thus {Xn)n>0 is a Markov

chain with transition probabilities p(x,y) — fi(x~ y). It is well known that

this chain is transient provided that it is irreducible, i.e., provided that for

each xeT there is an n > 1 so that ß*"{x) = P(Xn - x\XQ-e)> 0. In fact

(see [1, p. 43] or [7]), it is transient provided that:

(1.1) The support Supp(/¿) of ß is not contained in a cyclic subgroup

of r.

Indeed, every noncyclic subgroup of Y is nonamenable, by Schreier's Theorem

[14].   Each i e T can be written in a unique way as a reduced word x =

x\xi ' ' 'xm ' wnere m - 0' eacn xi 's an a, or a7 ' ana" xi+\ / x7 f°r all

i < m; we write \x\ = m . Transience of (Xn) just means that \Xn\ —> oo with
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probability 1. A finer description of this transience is obtained by considering

the space Q. of infinite reduced words co — xxx2-- xm- ■■ , where each x( is an

a or aj and x¡+x ^ x~ for all i. It will follow from our main result (see

Corollary 2.3, page 821) that assuming (1.1), with probability 1, Xn converges

to an co, i.e., for each r > 1 there is an nr so that once n > nr, the first r

letters of the reduced word expression of Xn agree with the first r letters of

co (here co depends on the point Ç of the underlying probability space). This

result has been proved under more restrictive conditions on ß in [6] (where

Supp(/¿) is finite), [13] (where X^er^d-*! + l)^(x) < °°)> [5] ( where ß(x)

depends only on |x| ), and it is attributed (without proof) in [11] to G. A.

Margulis (assuming only irreducibility?).

It follows from our result that Q, together with a measure v it carries,

uniquely determined by ß , is a frontier for (Y,ß) in the sense of [10].

Now let T be an infinite locally finite tree (see, e.g., [14]). Let G denote

the group of automorphisms of T, i.e., mappings of T onto itself which pre-

serve the natural distance d on T. Equipped with the topology of pointwise

convergence, G is a totally disconnected locally compact group. The subgroups

G(F) = {<p € G: <p(v) = v for all v e F}, where F c T is finite, form a base

of compact open neighbourhoods of the identity in G (see, e.g., [15]). As in

[4], the ends of T are equivalence classes co of infinite chains, i.e., sequences

(v0,vx, ...) of distinct vertices of T, in which v¡ is a neighbour of vi+x for

each i. Chains (vQ,vx, ...) and (v'0,v'x, ...) are equivalent if there exist r

and 5 so that v . — v's+¡ for all i > 0. If we fix a vertex vQ in T, then each

end co contains exactly one chain starting from vQ , which we call the geodesic

from vQ to co. Let Q denote the set of ends. There is a natural topology on

rufi, making it a compact Hausdorff space containing T as a discrete dense

subset. We may describe this topology as follows. Fix v0 e T. If co / co' e Q,

let (vQ,vx, ...) and (v'0 = v0,v'x, ...) be the geodesies from vQ to co and

co' respectively. Let j(co,co') be the largest j > 0 such that v■ = v'}, and set

j(co,co) = oo. We may similarly define j(v ,co) and j(v ,v') for v , v € T

and wefi. Then the sets Nk = {co e T U Q: j(co, co0) > k} , k — 1,2,...,

form a base of neighbourhoods of co0e£l. Notice that j(co,co') depends on

v0, but the topology does not. If weil and cp e G, then epeo is defined to

be the end of the chain (cp(v0), <p(vx ), ...), where (vQ,vx, ...) is the geodesic

from vQ to co. This defines a continuous action of G on Q.

Now let ß denote a probability measure on G and let Yx , Y2, ... ,Yn, ...

denote G-valued i. i. d. random variables with common distribution ß . Thus

XQ = e , Xn = YXY2- ■ Yn is a right random walk on G with transition proba-

bilities p(x ,B) = ß(x~ B) for all x e G and all Borel sets B ç G. Since T

is a (/-space (in the sense of Furstenberg) we may consider the process Xn(v0)

where v„ is any fixed element of T.
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The main result of this paper consists in proving that if the support of ß is

not contained in any amenable subgroup of G then, with probability 1, there

exists an end co e Q such that Xn(v0) —► co and n —> oo for every v0 e T.

The free group F becomes a homogeneous tree of degree 2r if for each x eT

an edge is drawn between x and the 2r elements xa- (the Cayley graph). Left

multiplication then provides a natural embedding of T as a discrete subgroup

of the group of automorphisms of this tree. Taking v0 = e we may identify

ends with infinite reduced words. When cp = g G Y, cpco is then obtained by

multiplying the infinite reduced word co on the left by g and cancelling where

possible.

2. Statements and proofs of results

Let vQ be a fixed vertex of T, and write \v\ for d(vQ,v).

Lemma 2.1. If Supp(/z) is not contained in a compact subgroup of G, then with

probability 1 the sequence (\Xn(v0)\) is unbounded.

Proof. As usual, we may suppose that (E,&~ ,P) = (G ,3§G ,ß ) and the K's

are the coordinate functions (use, e.g., [2, Prop. 2.39]). The left shift t on E

is measure-preserving and ergodic. Now a — {£ e S: (\Xn(vQ)\) is bounded}

is a ¿-invariant set, and so P(E') — 0 or 1. Suppose that P(E') = 1 . Let U

be a compact neighbourhood of 1 in G. Let S be a countable dense subset

of Supp(/i). Then for each m > 1 and each (gx, ... , gm) € Sm , let F be a

neighbourhood of 1 such that gx Vg2 V ■ ■ ■ gm V c gx g2 ■ ■ ■ gm U. Let

A = {£ = 0>, ,y2,...) € E: y¡ € gjV for j = 1,... ,m}.

Then P(A) = Y['"=x ß(gjV) > 0. By the Ergodic Theorem,

(2-1) zT,XA(tkZ)^P{A)
fc=0

with probability 1, say for c^ e Em „     „ . Let

s"=    n    h
m ,^i ,... ,gm

m>\,gt,...,gm<ES

Then P(S") = 1 . Now let Ç e E' n S" . Since ^ € S', there is a compact set

K = K(cG such that *„(£) e A: for all « . If m > 1  and j-,, ... ,gm €-5,

then (2.1) implies that tkÇ € ^ infinitely often, and so TA.+1(¿;) • • • Yk+m{£) e

gx---gmU   for infinitely many   k .    Hence   Yk+l(£) ■ ■ ■ Yk+m(Q  G  Ä"-1^ n

^i "SmU) so that ^i • ■ ■ 8,„ s K~lKU~l . This implies that the closed semi-

group generated by Supp(/¿) is compact, and hence is a group [3]. This contra-

diction to our hypothesis shows that P(S') = 0.

Lemma 2.2. Let (<pn) be a sequence in G such that <p„(vQ) —► co0 e Q and

cp~ (vQ) —> co* eQ. Then <pnco —* co0 for each co e (Tufi) \ {co*}.
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Proof. Let us first observe that if cp e G, v e T and j(v , cp~ (v0)) = k < m =

|p(v0)| = \cp~ (v0)\, then j{<p(v), <p(vQ)) = m - k. Because if

{v0,vx, ■■■ ,vm = (p~\vQ)) and (w0 = v0,wx, ... ,wr = v) are the geodesies

from v0 to <p~\vQ) and v respectively, then v, = w] for j < k, while

vk+i*wk+i- Then

(vo = <P(vJ><P(vm-i)> ■■■ ><P(vk)><P(™k+\), ■■■ ,<P(wr) = cp{v))

is the geodesic from v0 to cp(v), while (vQ = <p{vm), ... , <p{Vj), ... , gf(v0)) is

that from vQ to <p{v0).

Now let co e(Tl)Ú)\{co*} . Let (v0,vx, ...) be the geodesic from vQ to co.

Then j = j{co,co*) < oo. Once ;'(^1(«0)'<y*) > ■/> we nave -/(^'(^'V ^

;' for all A:. Hence, by the above, j(cpn(vk), <p„(vQ)) > \ç„(v0)\ - j . Thus given

TV, once j(<pn(v0) ,co0) > N, j{(p~\v0) ,co*) > j and |ç»„(v0)| > N + j, we

have j(<pn(vk) ,co0) > N for all k, so that j(<pnco,co0) > N.

Theorem. Let ß be a regular Borel probability on the group G of automorphisms

of a locally finite infinite tree T. Let {Xn)n>0 be a corresponding right random

walk on G. Assume that Supp(//) is not contained in any amenable subgroup

of G. Then with probability 1 there is an end co eQ such that Xn(v) —> co in

T u Q for each fixed v e T.

Proof. Consider the induced action of G on £1. Since Q is compact, there is

a probability v on Q such that ß * v = v , i.e.,

f f{co)dv{co)= [ [ f{gco)dß(g)dv{co)
JO. JCIJG

for all continuous / on Q. The nonamenability hypothesis implies that v

is a continuous measure. For if v{{co}) > 0 for some co € Q, let a =

max{u({co}): co e il} and S — {co e Q: ^({co}) = a}. Then 5 is finite,

and gS = S for all g e Supp(,u) because ß* v = v . But Nebbia [12] showed

that if (i)0efi, then the closed group GWo = {g e C7: gw0 = wo} is amenable.

Thus if (DoeS, then Gs = {g e G: get) = w for all a» e S} is a closed sub-

group of Gw , and hence amenable. But H = {g e G: gS - S} contains

Gs as a normal subgroup of finite index, and is therefore amenable too. So

Supp(/i) c H is contrary to our hypothesis.

According to [10, Lemma 3.1 (Corollary)], with probability 1, Xnv converges

weak*. That is, there is a set N c E with P(N) = 0, so that if £, e 5 \ N,

there is a probability X* on Q so that

/ f(Xn(t)œ)dH<o) - / f(co)dX (co)

for each / in the space W(Q) of continuous functions on Q. We shall show

that with probability 1, X( is a Dirac measure ôw ,,,.

By Lemma 2.1, there is a null set TV, so that (\Xn(Ç)v0\) is unbounded if

£ £ /V, . Fix Ç £ Nu Nx . Let co0 € Q be a cluster point of (Ar/I(^)v0). Then
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we may choose a subsequence (cp.) of (Xn(Q)  such that <p (v0) —» co0 and

<p~ (vQ) —► a>* for some co* e í¿. Then ©.(u —► a>0 for all <y e Q \ {&>*} by

Lemma 2.2. But

/ f((PjO))dv(co)^ / f(co)dXJco)
Ja      ' Ja ^

for all / G ^(Q), and v{co*} — 0. Hence X* = ôw . This shows that coQ is the

only cluster point of (Xn(Ç)vQ) in Q. Once we have checked that IA^^ilJ —>

co, it will then follow that Xn(£)t>0 —► co0, and hence that Xn(Ç)v —► a>0 for

all v gT . But if |Xn(£)?;0| -^ co, there is a subsequence (cp) of (^(d;)) and

there is a cp g G such that cp. ̂  cp in G. Then cp .co —» cxy for all w 6Í2.

But this implies that v = Ô   .w , which contradicts the continuity of v .

Corollary 2.3. Let ß be a probability on the free group Y satisfying (1.1). Let

(Xn) be the corresponding right random walk on Y. Then with probability 1

there is an end co G Q such that Xn —> co in Y u Í1.

Remarks. 1. Corollary 2.3 implies that Q is a boundary of Y in the sense of

[10]. Furthermore, if T and ß are as in the Theorem, then Q is a boundary

of G in the same sense. For we can put a topology on GuQ making it compact

with G as an open dense subset. Indeed, the sets

A^ = {cp gG: j(tp(v0),co) >k}ö {co' G Q: j(co ,co) > k},

for k - 1,2,..., form a base of neighbourhoods at co g Q for such a

topology.

2. Let ß be as in the Theorem or Corollary 2.3. Then there is only one

probability i/ onfl such that (i * v = v. For if Z = lim^^ Xn G il, then v

must be the distribution of Z (see [10, p. 18]).

4. Application to random walks in PGL(2,F), F a local field

The general reference for this section is [14, Chapter II]. Let F be a com-

mutative field with a discrete valuation v . Let n G F satisfy v(n) = 1 , and let

cf = {x G F : v(x) > 0}. Assume that F is complete for the metric associated

with v and that the residue field cf/ncf has q < co elements, so that F is

locally compact. Let G0 = GL(2,F), Z = {XF. XgFx} and K = {g g G0: g

and g~ have entries in ¿f}. Then G0 = PGL(2, F) = G0/Z is a subgroup

of the group G of automorphisms of a homogeneous tree T of degree q + 1 .

Indeed, T may be realized as the set of equivalence classes of lattices in the

two-dimensional vector space F , where two lattices L,  L'  are equivalent
/ x 2

if L = XL for some X G F . Let {ex ,e2} be the usual basis of F~, let

L0 = tfex © tfe2, and let v0 be the class of LQ . Then G0 acts transitively on

T, and KZ is the stabilizer of v0 . Thus T = G0/KZ . The space Q of ends of

T is isomorphic as a G0- space to the set P,(F) of lines in F  [14, p. 72]. The
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stabilizer of lQ = Fex G Px (F) is B — {( , J g Gq : c = 0} . So we may iden-

tify Í1 with GJB .lï x=(a   b\zGGQ, then © and ¿) e P,(F) (where

(c) = F(aex+ce2) ) are called the columns of x . If max(|a|, |c|) > max(|è|, \d\),

where \t\ = q~l '', i.e., if m\n(v(a) ,v(c)) < mm(v(b),v(d)), we call (") the

larger of the columns of x, otherwise we call (¿) the larger.

Proposition 3.1. Let ß be a regular Borel probability on GQ. Suppose that

Supp(/i) is not contained in an amenable subgroup of GQ . Let (Xk)k>0 be the

associated right random walk on GQ . Then with probability 1, the larger of the

two columns of Xk tends to a limit in P, (F).

Proof. This will be an immediate consequence of the Theorem once we interpret

what it means that gkKZ —> gB in Tu £1. Now lQ corresponds to the end

coQ of the chain (vQ,vx,v2, ...) in T, where vn is the class of the lattice

Ln = <fex + n"L0 = cfex © nntfe2 = xnL0 for

(\     0
X"-\0   nn

For each g G GQ we have gKZ = g'KZ , where

Here S > 0 is unique and t € tf is unique mod n within each of the two

types in (3.1), and

can only happen for t = t' = ô — 0 or when ô > 0, v(x) = v(r ) = 0 and

x = x~ mod n . Also, ¿ = d(v0,gv0). Using this to calculate d(gvQ,vn) =

d(v0, g~ xnv0), we find that j(gvQ, co) (measured from vQ ) equals j(gvQ, vn)

once n > ô, and this equals either v(x), ô , or 0, according as g' in (3.1) is of

the first type with x <£ n cf, the first type with x G n cf, or the second type,

respectively.

Thus gkKZ —► gB in To Í1 means that for large k ,

g~ig>KZ={x\    ^)KZ>

where mk = min(v(xk) ,ôk) —> co. So if g = ( , I , we can find Xk G Fx

and

h uk
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so that

^2)u¿)(n)
= (atk    flM      mod^+Q,

\ctk    cukJ

where a = min(v(b),v(d)).   Since min(v(tk),  v(uk)) — 0, this proves the

result.
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